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Name: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date:        Phone: _______________________________________ 
 
Email: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. Your personality is often a strong indicator of your fashion persona. For example, a timid, soft-spoken 

personality usually gravitates towards delicate, romantic pieces. An adventurous and relaxed gal would most 
likely dress casual and sportier, probably more urban than the other fashionistas.  
 
Select the attributes that best describe your personality: 

 

 
 
 

Closet	Refresh	

Assess,	restructure	and	attain	functionality 
 It’s time for a Closet Evaluation! I will make your closet a more workable space; solutions on closet space, 

using proper hangers and categorizing garments.  This will keep your closet organized and create a flow, 

but most of all it will make putting outfits together easier. 

This	will	keep	your	closet	ready	for	any	occasion!	
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2. Accessories are said to be the window to the fashionista's soul.  An accessory adds interest and character, 
which are strong indicators of your fashion persona.  
 
Which type of accessories dominates your wardrobe? 

 
a.   Pearls, simple stud earrings, crystal chain necklaces and bracelets, as well as sleek belts and polished 

shoes.   
b.  The latest fashion shoes, from platform sandals to eye-popping ankle booties….trendy, statement 

jewelry and sunglasses; sassy belts and bags.  
c.  Cuff bracelets, statement necklaces, oversized rings. And also sleek designer handbags and shoes. 

 
d.  Canvas sneakers and loafers, simple pendant necklaces, hobo handbags, natural shell and bone jewelry. 
e. Vintage-inspired jewelry such as charm bracelets and necklaces, vintage-inspired purses, headbands. 
f.  It's a mix of everything. But you'll mostly find quirky, eclectic and fun statement accessories like 

colored sunglasses, cool hats, print scarves and bags - as well as layered necklaces and stacked bracelets 
& rings 

 

Wardrobe	Styling	

Reuse,	restyle	and	reveal 
Recognize your “keepers” and maximize your personal style, by creating fresh and new looks from your 

current wardrobe.  It includes tips on colors that work best on you and how to combine accessories into 

your outfit combinations.  I will also educate you on what clothes fit your body type. 

Discover	great	outfits	you	didn’t	even	know	you	had!	
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3. Imagine you won a gift card from various clothing stores to put together your dream outfit.  
Your dream outfit would be similar to: 

 
a. Breton top, chino pants, skinny belt with matching leather tote bag, pearl necklace and neutral sandals  
b. Romper, cropped leather jacket, chunky platform sandals, trendy earrings, studded clutch purse  
c. Jumpsuit, statement necklace, sleek patent clutch purse, Christian Louboutin open toe pumps 

 
d.  Casual white jeans with a chambray shirt, simple pendant necklace, rope bracelet, messenger bag and a 

pair of leather sandals   
e.  Pretty dress, vintage-inspired purse, peep toe sandals, simple stud earrings, charm chain bracelet   
f.  Print dress, bright-colored blazer, quirky sunglasses, fun platform sandals, layers of necklace and an 

exotic snake print clutch purse 
 

Virtual	Styling	

It’s	like	having	a	stylist	at	your	fingertips! 
Are you someone that can’t find what they’re looking for in retail stores? Or you don’t have the time to 

research what you want online?  Fashionality introduces virtual styling, where you leave the online 

shopping to me! With this package, I help you find exactly what you’re looking for along with suggestions 

based on your predetermined style and needs.  This package includes a short questionnaire to understand 

your lifestyle, fashion needs and goals. The package includes a 2 hour in depth online search to create the 

ultimate wardrobe for you. 
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4. It's time to update your shoe closet and you head to your favorite shoe store.  
 
Which type of shoes catch your eye? 

 
a. Simple pumps, ballerina flats, riding boots. I like footwear in neutrals, but if I want to draw attention to 

my legs I may look for shoes in a bright color such as red or yellow.   
b. Platform sandals and booties, usually anything in the "Newest Arrivals" section. Designer sneakers 

(Adidas, Converse, etc.)   But I'll most likely be also drawn to trendy shoes with a little bit of edge, like 
studs and lots of black leather. Statement pumps 

 c. Designer -inspired pumps, stilettos, peep toe high heels, sleek knee boots and ankle booties 

 
d. Comfort is very important to me. So I usually look for canvas sneakers, flats, simple leather sandals and 

casual boots   
e. Vintage-inspired footwear such as oxfords, court pumps and cute print flats (floral, polka dots, gingham, 

etc.). Open toe pumps and wedge sandals  
f. Anything colorful, bold and unique. But I'll also look at quirky, vintage-inspired footwear. Such as 

oxfords or anything that reflects a past-era. Casual slouch boots or shoe styles with some ethnic flare to 
them such as snake/croc print. 

 

Personal	Shopping	

Educational,	efficient	and	a	time	saver 
Personal shopping assistance helps maximize success and minimize frustration. Shopping together will 

bring your wardrobe to the next level, help you understand quality brands and select garments that best 

flatter your body type. 

Learning	how	to	shop	smart	will	not	only	save	you	time,	but	money	too!	
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 5. Where you shop is another strong telltale sign of your dominant fashion persona.  
 
So if you were to win a closet makeover from 5 of your favorite stores, which ones would it be? 

 
 

 

6. Which famous celebrity fashionista would you say you look up to in terms of style? 
 

 
a. Victoria Beckham, Coco Chanel, Ashley Olsen, 

Kate Middleton, Anne Hathaway   
b. Blake Lively, Jessica Simpson, Beyoncé, Rihanna, 

Jessica Alba   
c. Charlize Theron, Kim Kardashian, Anna Wintour, 

or  Catherine Zeta-Jones 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
d.  Jennifer Aniston, Giselle Bundchen, Cameron 

Diaz, Sandra Bullock, Julia Roberts   
e. Eva Mendes, Taylor Swift, Jennifer Lopez, Emma 

Watson, Naomi Watts, Rachel McAdams, 
f. Solange, Whitney Port, Michelle Williams, Nicole 

Richie, Rachel Zoe, Zoe Kravitz 
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Travel	Styling	

Plan,	pack	and	travel 
Traveling for business or personal, let me build your outfits that will combine the most versatile pieces 

from your wardrobe to create the perfect look for each day on your trip. 

Leave	your	home	feeling	comfortable,	confident	and	stylish!	
 
7. They say that your favorite colors tell what kind of person you are, and in this case, it can be a strong 
indicator of your dominant clothing personality which could be tied in to your coloring and what colors look 
good on you.  
 

What are your favorite colors? 

 
a. Neutrals, black, whites. I like monochromatic color combinations and I might throw in a subtle pop of 

color to keep it interesting   
b. I like bold, fun and girly colors such as pinks, bright blues, and reds, orange and yellow. I love black in 

all kinds of different textures (patent, suede, etc.) as well as fun and trendy color-blocks  
c. I like colors that represent authority. I usually stick to two-tone color combination for a simple but 

dramatic look such as black on white, red on black. I also creating a style impact with one dress in a 
bold color such as red or purple 

 
d. I like neutrals as well as soft and delicate colors. I like simplistic colors such as mid to light tones of 

grays and blue and whites and blacks.  I'm also drawn to earthy colors.  
e. Pastels and soft colors, not too bold. I like girly, delicate colors such as soft pinks, blues, and taupe’s.  
f. I like mixing all kinds of colors together.  For me, it's more about creating an eye-popping combo. Soft 

with bold and neutrals with bright colors, but I have a thing for bold, fun colors such as purple, electric 
blue and hot pink. I also like rich, deep colors. 
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8. Black pumps are considered to be every fashionista's core closet essentials.  
 

What's YOUR interpretation of the black pump? 

 
 
Now count how many A's, B's and so on you selected from each question. 
 
If the result is a tie; or if you've scored highest on several questions - then look at these as your accent styles.  
 
Mostly A's = Classic    ______ 
Mostly B's = Trendy ______ 
Mostly C's = Dramatic ______ 
Mostly D's = Natural ______ 
Mostly E's = Romantic ______ 
Mostly F's = Creative ______ 
 

Personal	Shopping	

Educational,	efficient	and	a	time	saver 
Personal shopping assistance helps maximize success and minimize frustration. Shopping together will 

bring your wardrobe to the next level, help you understand quality brands and select garments that best 

flatter your body type. 

Learning	how	to	shop	smart	will	not	only	save	you	time,	but	money	too!	
 
 

Corporate	Workshops/Events	

Educational,	Interactive	and	Fun 
Could your colleagues or staff use a style boost?  Fashionality offers customization workshops that discuss 

proper dress etiquette in the workplace to employee’s, staff and new hires.  We discuss how important 

dressing professionally affects productivity, how to dress professionally in the workplace, understanding 

business casual, or professional style on a budget and so much more! These workshops are fun, 

informative, and interactive.  Lunch and learns can also be provided upon request. 
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Christina Marsico-Harvey 

Personal Wardrobe Stylist 
 (407) 617-2425 

www.fashion-ality.com  
www.facebook.com/myfashionality 

 

  Contact me for a consultation!   


